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EDITORIAL NOTE
The executive branch of the U.S. government requires a massive amount of

information to make policy decisions. The many departments, agencies, and
commissions of the government devote much of their energies to gathering and
analyzing information. However, even the resources of the U.S. government are
not adequate to gather all the information that is needed; therefore the govern-
ment contracts universities, colleges, corporations, think tanks, and individuals
to provide data and analyses. Because the great majority of these studies are
difficult to find and obtain, University Publications of America (UFA) publishes
some of the most important ones in its Special Studies series. The Asia, 1989-
1991 Supplement collection consists of studies on Asia that became available
during the period 1989-1991.



ACRONYMS/INITIALISMS
The following acronyms and inftialisms are used frequently in this guide and

are listed here for the convenience of the researcher.

AID Agency for International Development

ANZUS Australia, New Zealand, and the United States

ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations

CPP Communist Party of the Philippines

NPA New People's Army

PRC People's Republic of China

R&D Research and Development

ROC Republic of China (Taiwan)

ROK Republic of Korea

UN United Nations

USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
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ReeM
Frame

Asia (General)
1988

0001 Employment and Income Growth In Asia: Some Strategic Issues.
International Food Policy Research Institute, Washington, D.C. Rais uddin
Ahmed. August 1988. 58pp.
This paper examines the economic progress made during the last two
decades by some selected countries of Asia: India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and
Sri Lanka in South Asia; Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, and the Philippines in
Southeast Asia; Korea and Japan in East Asia. Simultaneous success in
economic growth and alleviation of poverty seems to be quite important in
developing countries of Asia, ft is argued in the paper that an appropriate
development strategy is the key to this success. In the context of emerging
agrarian structure of most developing Asian countries, particularly in South
Asia, such a development strategy must pinpoint priority to agriculture and
rural non-farm employment. Agriculture alone is not sufficient for reducing
poverty and accelerating growth. Three factors, namely: development of rural
infrastructure; generation and spread of modern technology in agriculture; and
exploitation of international markets through a number of macropolicy measures,
constitute the strategic elements of such a development strategy. Some
empirical evidences are presented to buttress the arguments.

1989
0059 Crises In Northeast Asia.

Rand/UCLA Center for the Study of Soviet International Behavior, Santa
Monica, California. Paul Bracken. January 1989. 17pp.
This discussion illustrates the relationship between crisis and political stability
in Northeast Asia. The danger of rocking the boat too much, even well short
of war, is a potential source of fundamental change in the region. This type of
change is among the more likely paths of basic strategic transformation
because its relative likelihood is probably greater than other ways it might
occur. Premeditated attack seems unlikely for the foreseeable future. Gradual
strategic realignments also appear to have limited scope for fundamentally
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upsetting the power balance. Assessments of stability in Northeast Asia that
exclude the possibility of limited displays of force in a crisis are incomplete and
overlook some of the more likely, and possibly larger, dynamics of change in
the region.

0076 ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations) and the United States
In the Twenty-First Century.
U. S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Charles G. Schnapp.
February 9, 1989.38pp.
For twenty-one years the ASEAN has been a model organization for regional
cooperation among developing nations. It has provided an example to all
South Asian nations whom are themselves moving toward closer ties of
cooperation as in SAARC—the South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation. Important aspects of this trend are the development of economic
and security cooperation agreements that will likely have great impact on the
political alignments of the twenty-first century. Given its non-Communist
stance, ASEAN should be a key element in the long range security plans of the
United States. Economically, the rapidly rising importance of all of the Pacific
Rim countries, with ASEAN representing nearly 300 million people, will be
economically involved to a great degree in the international economic
battlegrounds of the twenty-first century. The combination of the political and
economic leverage that could be exerted by ASEAN may make them a
formidable ally, or adversary. Recognizing this, Japan is already courting
ASEAN with a strategic (economically speaking) eye to the future. Great
developmental interplay by the United States has not been as strong as some
ASEAN member countries would prefer.

0114 The South Pacific Agenda: A Framework for ASEAN Participation.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Yue Yeong Kwan.
March 31, 1989. 41pp.
Recent events in the South Pacific have suggested that this quiet part of the
world has now become an arena for big power competition and influence. This
study seeks to review the changes and developments in the region and to
examine the sources of friction and potential areas of instability. It also
attempts to identify the interests of both the big powers, in particular the Soviet
Union and the United States, as well as those of the smaller states in the
region. The main purpose of this study is to propose the contribution that the
ASEAN, especially Singapore, can make to ensure that the South Pacific will
remain a politically stable and economically viable region, fully integrated into
the affairs of the Asia-Pacific region.
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0155 U.S. Strategy for the Far East: Toward the 21st Century.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Douglas H. Mills.
March 31, 1989. 60pp.
The United States post-World War II security measures for the Far East have
resulted in dynamic regional economic and political change. Ironically, America
must now meet new challenges resulting from its successful security policies.
Some observers predict the twenty-first century will be the Pacific century. The
strong export-led regional economies, notably Japan, are the primary cause
for this perceived shift in power. Furthermore, we've become increasingly
aware of the importance of economics as an aspect of national security and
its impact on Americans' quality of life. Analyzing the Soviet regional threat and
America's military, economic, political, and sociopsychological regional interests
and identifying current and future issues, this paper develops a general
framework for designing a regional U.S. strategy for the Far East in the next
century.

0215 ASEAN States Security: Resilience through Security Cooperation.
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Abdul Rahman Ftais.
March 1989. 51pp.
National resilience and regional resilience are important to the security of the
ASEAN, which is comprised of Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, the
Philippines, and Thailand. Since its early formation, ASEAN has overcome
great cultural and economic diversity among its member states to become one
of the world's most successful regional organizations. ASEAN's greatest
achievement has been the growth of its solidarity and cohesion, as a result of
the challenge posed by the Communist threat to this region, and of a sense of
collective identity as a group of like-minded countries working togetherfortheir
common good. As a regional grouping, however, ASEAN has excluded
security alliance from its objective, although security cooperation between
states is quite substantial. The question remains how ASEAN could face the
challenge of a security threat to the region in the absence of collective security
alliances within ASEAN. This is more pertinent in light of the U.S. withdrawal
from Vietnam in 1975 following its Guam Doctrine, and the departure of
another Western power, Great Britain, from east of Suez following its
decolonization policy in this region. Both policies placed the burden of security
and defense on member states (Indonesia is not directly affected by either
policy as she was a former Dutch colony).
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0266 East Asia: A Strategic Appraisal of the Region, Soviet Strategy, and the
U.S. Posture.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Louis J. Darnell.
Aprils, 1989.59pp.
During the past twenty years, East Asia has become a power in world affairs
proportionate to its vast size and population. As the United States and the
Soviet Union continue their global competition, American leaders must
appreciate the region's importance and understand General Secretary and
President Mikhail Gorbachev's strategy. Given the vital importance of Asia,
there is a need for the United States to reassess its approach to the Asia-
Pacific region. The purpose of this study is to begin that extraordinarily
important process. The study examines how the East Asian nations influence
the rest of the world. It explores how the Soviets have been successfully
implementing their strategy in terms of military, sociopsychological, political,
and economic power. The study identifies United States' vital interests in the
region and U.S. posture relative to those interests. Finally, the current U.S.
strategic objectives are identified and recommended initiatives are presented.

1990
0325 Marketing High-Value Food Products In the Asian Pacific.

Agricultural Cooperative Service, Washington, D.C. Bruce J. Reynolds, Steven
C. Schmidt, and Alan J. Matter. January 1990. 35pp.
This report examines the export marketing of branded and nonperishable food
products to selected Asian Pacific markets. Economic growth in the region is
continuing to increase consumerpurchasing power and is influencing consumer
preference for convenience foods that are widely distributed and promoted.
Distribution of imported nonperishable foods in most Asian Pacific countries
is handled by agents for exporting firms. Most cooperatives rely on such
agents rather than establishing foreign subsidiaries or overseas sales offices.
Marketing performance of agents is influenced by many factors, particularly
the nature and conditions of the retail food industry. Performance is also
affected by the working relationship that agents establish with the exporters
they represent.

0360 Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN): Will H Become a
Formal Security Alliance?
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Brian A. Ertekson. May
1990. 38pp.
The ASEAN has abstained from forming a formal defense or security alliance
to meet external threats confronting the association and its members. ASEAN
was formed in 1967 to promote economic, cultural, and political cooperation
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among the member states of Thailand. Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei (who
joined in 1984), Singapore, and the Philippines. This paper analyzes those
external threats and several potential flash points facing the ASEAN region
and its members, and reviews the current defense arrangements of the
individual member states to meet the potential threats. An assessment of the
threats indicates that ASEAN does not require a formal defense alliance to
insure regional security.

0398 Competition In East Asia's Agricultural Import Market.
Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C. J. Albert Evans. May 1990.
41pp.
Overthe past twenty-five years, growth in agricultural imports in Japan, Korea,
Taiwan, and Hong Kong has been significant. Growth in imports of high-value
products (HVPs) generally exceeded growth in imports of low-value products
(LVPs) and often exceeded growth in gross domestic product. The United
States was the leading provider of both HVPs and LVPs to those East Asian
countries between 1962 and 1986. The bulk of the East Asian countries'
imports from the United States have been LVPs, although the share of HVPs
in total imports has been rising. The East Asian countries will remain important
markets for agricultural imports in the nineties as a result of continued strong
economic growth and trade liberalization, both of which will especially benefit
HVP imports.

0439 Security of Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Member
States In 1995: Is a U.S. Military Presence Necessary?
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
Michael Urn TeckHuat. 1990. 245pp.
Even with the claimed withdrawal by the Vietnamese from Cambodia, and
Soviet departure from Vietnam, the ASEAN still faces many external and
internal threats. The external threats arise as a result of superpower and major
power interests in and designsforthe region. Internal threats include economic,
racial, political, and social issues. Current U.S. military presence in the
Philippines has contributed significantly to the stability and consequent
economic growth of the region. This is due to perceived U.S. commitment to
the stability of the region. None of the six alternatives studied can fully replace
the U.S. presence in the Philippines. The study shows that the U.S. presence
is a lesser evil compared to the situation without them. On balance, until
ASEAN's Zone of Peace, Freedom, and Neutrality (ZOPFAN) is achieved, if
ever, a continued U.S. military presence in the region is essential for the
continued security, stability, and prosperity of ASEAN in the next five years.
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0684 New Political-Military Realities In East Asia: An Assessment of U.S.
Interests, Threats, and Commitments.
U.S. Army War Collage, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Robert R. Simmons
et al. June 25, 1990. 36pp.
In the context of U.S. interests in East Asia, this report assesses the
interlocking issues of burgeoning economic challenges, the shifting nature of
the Soviet threat, and the declining support of the U.S. public for forward U.S.
military deployments. The discussion centers on five questions: (1) What are
the U.S. national interests in East Asia; (2) What are the threats to U.S.
interests in East Asia; (3) What are the military obligations of the United States
committed to East Asia; (4) What military resources has the United States
committed to East Asia; and (5) What is the relative balance of U.S. national
interests, threats, obligations, and committed military resources in East Asia.
The report concludes that although U.S. national interests in East Asia are
growing, the traditional military threat facing the United States has declined.
The emergence of new political and economic threats to the United States has
no standard military response. The public no bnger favors sending troops to
defend Asian allies, and traditional military alliances are becoming unraveled.
With the demise of the strategy of containment, U.S. policymakers must
reconsider the costs, benefits, and necessity of forward deployment of U.S.
forces—especially ground forces stationed in South Korea.

0720 The U.S. Navy and National Strategy In East Asia: An Outlook for the Next
Twenty-Five Years.
Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island. William P. McDonnell. June 1990.
79pp.
This paper explores how the U.S. Navy serves the national strategy in East
Asia, and what the future may hold for the navy continuing to do so for the next
twenty-five years. The paper concentrates on the peacetime, political role of
the navy, and does not specifically address the navy's wartime missions. The
paper finds that the navy serves the national strategy and the objectives it
supports very well. But as the world becomes multipolar and more
interdependent, the military, that is the navy, will have to be used in conjunction
with nonmilitary policy instruments in order to continue to achieve given
objectives. In this regard, the paper concludes that the future does not bok
promising. U.S. policy coordination appears poorly managed within the
government, with potentially destabilizing results. In a time of diminishing
threats and budget deficits, the nation must be careful what naval forces are
cut in the Pacific. Cuts taken for budgetary rather than strategic reasons may
end up costing the nation more when it is required to re-establish stability and
the balance of power.
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1991
0799 The Conflicting Claims In the South China SM.

U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Dato Mohammed All
bin AM. March 27, 1991. 39pp.
The South China Sea is a strategic location in the Far East and has historically
been a major sea lane of communication linking Europe and East Asia. The
whole area is under dispute between the littoral states that involved the
numerous archipelagoes and gulfs. Territorial claims over islands, reefs,
shoals, and atolls in the archipelagoes stem from the potentially rich seabeds
lying under the sea and the marine life there. The last two decades saw the
increasing use of the military by the littoral states to stake their claims. The
latest skirmishes in March 1988 between the Chinese navy andthe Vietnamese
troops in the Spratlys amply demonstrates the explosive situation in the region.
Unless these disputes can be peacefully negotiated, the stability in the South
China Sea will remain threatened.

0838 OECD Trade with Asia: A Reference Aid.
Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C. March 1991. 148pp.
This publication is one of a series of reference aids that provides the most
recent detailed commodity statistics of Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) trade with different regions of the world. Iceland,
New Zealand, Portugal, and Turkey are excluded. In the reference aid, data
are provided on total OECD trade with Asia, trade of the five largest OECD
countries with the region, and U.S. trade with several key Asian countries.

Reel 2
Asia (General) cont.

1991 cont.
0001 A Post Cold War Military Strategy for Northeast Asia.

U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Asher W. Spittlerlll.
Aprils, 1991. 44pp.
In the post-cold war period, regional dynamics are presenting problems for the
United States in Northeast Asia. Economics has become dominant over
security issues, leaving the United States with the dilemma of how to utilize
military forces to maintain influence and access while ensuring regional
stability. Korea is the focal point of this problem. The U.S. forward deployed
forces have always enjoyed a hospitable environment, but Korean domestic
issues, economic problems with the United States, and the perception of the
lessening of the threat in today's multipolar world are causing a revelation of
this relationship. The United States can take the lead in determining what the
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Northeast Asia security arrangements will look like in the twenty-first Century,
but quick implementation of such a military strategy is required before Korean
hospitality wears out. Recognizing the diminishing resources, military
commanders must discard a strategy that involves fighting a Korean ground
war utilizing American troops. Restructuring and reducing the current contingent
of U.S. forces will also be required. Finally, the new U.S. military strategy
should recognize that a multinational coalition, like the United Nations
Command (UNC), is required to successfully prosecute a war in Korea. The
United States must be prepared to replace the UNC, if necessary, with aseries
of integrated bilateral security arrangements that will enhance the security of
the region.

0045 U.S. National Interests In the Asia-Pacific Region.
U. S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. D.Anne Martin. April
22, 1991. 32pp.
The Asia-Pacific region accounted for 36 percent of U.S. world trade in 1988.
The United States and Japan collectively generate more than one-third of the
world's gross national product and possess the largest economies, estimated
at $8 trillion in 1989. Japan is the world's economic superpower, but other
countries in the region are increasing their share of world commerce. Southeast
Asia is currently outstripping Northeast Asia as the world's fastest growing
sector. If predictions are correct that a megamarket will emerge from the
countries of Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, Indonesia,
and Malaysia, the region may become the recipient of more than half of U.S.
world trade. Trends within the Asia-Pacific region influence the economic and
strategic well-being of the United States. This paper explores the current
strategic, economic, and political influences on selected Northeast and
Southeast Asia countries and howthey affect and influence U.S. interests and
policies. It briefly examines the Soviet Union's position as an Asian country,
U.S. basing rights in the Philippines, and current trends in the Northeast and
Southeast Asia countries.

0077 The Changing Global Security Environment: Impact on U.S. Army Force
Structure In the Pacific.
Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island. Michael T. Byrnes. June 1,1991.
114pp.
This paper addresses the force structure and posture of U.S. Army forces in
the Asia-Pacific region for a twenty year period from 1991 to 2010. The central
issue of this study is the conduct of theater-level force planning in an era of
ambiguous threat. Given the significant global changes it is obvious that a new
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security environment has supplanted that of the cold war era. President Bush's
reaction to these changes, embodied in his vision of a "New World Order"
requires a new military strategy and approach to force planning. A national
security strategy of global stability and a more positive and proactive military
strategy are posited as appropriate to the changing security environment.
Consistent with the president's views, this military strategy relies on forward
presence instead of deterrence as its cornerstone. A top-down approach to
force planning is used in this paper, but with the military requirements of
peacetime activities substituting for threats. Using this method and projecting
Pacific trends out ten to twenty years, a U.S. Army force component for the
Pacific theater is sized, shaped, and postured to meet the requirements of
peacetime engagement in a joint and combined environment. A corps
headquarters with three triple capability divisions is recommended as the
appropriate army force for the Pacific theater. The joint context mandated a
cursory consideration of air force, navy, and marine corps force structures and
postures.

0191 Strategic Analysis of the Asia-Pacific Region: Is a Forward-Based
Aircraft Carrier Required In the Post-Cold War Era?
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
Charles P. Bourne. June 7, 1991. 241pp.
This thesis determines whether there is an operational requirement to maintain
a forward-based aircraft carrier in the Asia-Pacific region. Written as a
strategic paper, it presents broad operational requirements in a changing
world by examining interdependence and future international order in the
wake of the cold war. The discussion then narrows to formulate the strategic
framework of the Asia-Pacific region by presenting historic influences, regional
defense capabilities, and current issues affecting future U.S. naval requirements
in Northeast and Southeast Asia. Key issues of the framework relate to the
U.S.-Japanese Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security, the security of the
ASEAN, the Philippine base talks, and the overarching influence of U.S. naval
contingencies in Southwest Asia. The study also examines other issues as
they affect U.S. naval commitments in the region. The conclusions form the
basis for the subjective analysis.
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Australia
1990

0432 Toward the Defense of Australia.
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. B. J. Espeland. April 1990.
88pp.
Given the dilemma of long lead times in the face of constantly changing
domestic, regional, and international environments, the critical challenge of
defense planning is to identify and build upon strategic assessment factors
with a degree of permanency to permit the longterm realization of an effective
national security policy. A further planning imperative is to integrate military
doctrine, as shaped to reflect the realities of national defense policies, into the
process to give definitive direction to force structure. Accordingly, in seeking
to show the way ahead for the development of an effective Australian Defense
Force (ADF) structure, the study places considerable emphasis upon these
imperatives. Australia's geostrategic position and the nature of war faced in
the future are thus the key to a self-reliant Australian defense posture to be
pursued, within the framework of alliances, as part of a multidimensional
national security policy.

Cambodia
1989

0520 Peace In Cambodia.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. TamlichaAli. March
30, 1989. 53pp.
This study will examine the cases of the conflict in Cambodia and briefly
discuss the present initiatives for peace. The advantages and disadvantages
of each initiative are explored. In conclusion, the best option available for
peace in Cambodia will be presented.

China
1986

0573 Security Implications of U.S. Arms Transfers to China.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Jer Donald Get. June 1986.
184pp.
This thesis is an evaluation of the soundness of the Reagan administration's
policy for transferring arms to the People's Republic of China, with a sound
policy defined as one in which the potential benefits outweigh the assessed
risks. The evaluation begins by tracing the policy's historical development.
This is followed by an investigation into the rationale behind both the United
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States' and China's participation with each other. The policy evaluation is
completed with benefit, cost, and risk analyses. The evaluation indicates that
the Reagan administration's arms transfer policy for China is the result of an
evolutionary rather than revolutionary development. It should be mutually
beneficial to the United States and the PRC, and is sound since its potential
benefits outweigh its probable risks.

1988
0757 Evolving Chinese and Soviet Policies toward the Korean Peninsula.

Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California. Norman D. Levin. January 1988.
27pp.
After decades of seeming imperviousness to the dramatic changes occurring
throughout East Asia, the Korean Peninsula has clearly entered a period of
fluidity. This is as apparent in the policies of China and the Soviet Union toward
the two Koreas as it is on the peninsula itself. Between the two, Chinese
policies show the sharper changes. It may be ironic, in this regard, that the
greatest uncertainty concerns the future policies of the Soviet Union. This
paper analyzes the evolving policies of China and the Soviet Union toward the
Korean Peninsula and assesses their implications.

0784 Security Assistance In the Modernization of the People's Liberation
Army: A Case Study.
Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
Christopher J. Hebner. September 1988. 80pp.
This study concludes that increased interactions between the United States
and the PRC will be beneficial for both countries and for global political stability.
An examination of current security assistance programs between the countries
will enable us to enhance the success of future projects. This thesis reviews
briefly the historical background of relations between the PRC and the world
in general and specifically between the PRC and the United States. After
summarizing the basic goals of general security assistance programs, this
thesis examines the arguments for and against these programs. It provides a
summary of the People's Liberation Army (PLA) modernization program with
a focus on the capabilities of the PRC aerospace industrial base. Finally, this
work provides a technical analysis of the PEACE PEARL foreign military sales
program with a political analysis of the potential for future programs between
the United States and the PRC.
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ReelS
China cont.

1989
0001 China: International Trade Annual Statistical Supplement. A Reference

Aid.
Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C. February 1989. 107pp.
The commodity data for China's world trade presented in the publication are
estimated from the statistics of China's trade partners. Commodity values at
each level of the Standard International Trade Classification (SITC) are
adjusted in order to make total exports and imports for each trade partner
consistent with the totals presented in the quarterly trade paper. Thus, both
Chinese exports and imports are presented on a free-on-board basis. Three
different procedures are used to estimate commodity values for countries that
lag in reporting data or for countries for which data are incomplete or
nonexistent. First, for countries that report quantities but not values, the values
are estimated by multiplying the quantity data by average prices for those
commodities in China's trade with other countries. Second, for countries that
have not reported commodity data in a given year, values for that year are
extrapolated from the most recent year for which complete commodity data
exist.

0108 Slno-Sovlet Detente: New Challenge to American Interests In Asia.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. David Winterford. March
1989. 45pp.
This report analyzes the intensifying challenges that Sino-Soviet detente
poses for American interests and policies in the Asia-Pacific. It addresses and
evaluates Soviet President Gorbachev's successful efforts at making China
the centerpiece of his Asian strategy. Although both Beijing and Moscow
disingenuously argue that Sino-Soviet detente will not affect their relations
with the United States, this report indicates that substantial harm has already
occurred to U.S. interests in Asia as a result of Soviet and Chinese
rapprochement. The report examines the widening and deepening range of
Sino-Soviet political and economic ties, and states that prospective cooperative
military exchanges between the two Asian Communist states must now be
considered likely. This assessment of Sino-Soviet detente given in this report
indicates that the balance of power may be shifting in Asia in ways unfavorable
to the United States. Finally, the report calls for a recognition by U.S. decision-
makers that the apparent anti-Soviet coalition forged by the United States in
Asia, consisting of the United States, Japan, and China, has now been broken.
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are undermining Beijing's efforts to re-establish the country's social stability.
Consequently, Beijing has begun to ease austerity modestly—increasing
credit to large state firms, loosening restrictions on capital construction, and
lowering interest rates on bank loans—to head off labor discontent. To keep
inflation from re-emerging as it increases credit, Beijing is turning to
administrative measures. The leadership's focus on maintaining party control
by using administrative measures to treat the symptoms of China's economic
ills makes prospects for return in the near term to comprehensive, market-
oriented reform dim.

0268 The Chines* Defense Industrial Reforms: Hindering or Promoting Military
Modernization?
University of Texas, Austin. Texas. Mark Wah Lee. August 1990. 96pp.
China has emphasized economic development over Maoist ideology since
1978. An important component of this effort is the defense industry, a
component which gives equal importance to China's army-building as well as
economic construction. Therefore, the Chinese defense industry has influenced
the development of both the economy and the national defense. In linking the
two, the Chinese leadership believed that a strong national economy would
provide the technological foundation for a defense industry that could develop
and produce the advanced weaponry of a modern military, a process which
would benefit both kinds of developments. Deng Xiaoping carried this view
further saying that the modernization of China's military is possible only by
developing the country's industry and agriculture first. Events in the army-
building effort have indicated that Deng's view has been correct, but, at the
same time, it has also been inaccurate. The defense industry, while serving the
national economy, has shown signs that it has both hindered and promoted
military modernization simultaneously. Partial contents: The defense industry
and the economy; Defense industrial policy; Defense industry's structural
change; Industrial management; and Hindering influence of the defense
industrial reforms.

0364 China's Interprovlnclal Grain Marketing and Import Demand.
Economic Research Service, Washington, D. C. Nicholas R. Lardy. September
1990. 53pp.
China has been a major participant in international markets for agricultural
commodities for at least a century. This study explores the possibility that
China's grain import demand is a function of state policy on interprovincial
grain marketing. China's system for the interprovincial transfer of grain
appears to have performed very poorly in the first decade of reform. The
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central government has taken several important steps to reduce its role in the
grain market to facilitate grain transfer. However, it remains to be seen if the
constraints, such as storage and transport, could be eased sufficiently to
increase the level of interprovincial grain transfer.

1991
0417 The Slno-Sovlet Military Rapprochement

U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Donald C. Lewis.
February 28, 1991.39pp.
This paper traces the development of the Sino-Soviet military rapprochement
from its beginnings in December 1988 to the present. A brief survey of the
turbulent relationship between the two countries is presented as background,
followed by the strategic and economic rationale behind endeavors to normalize
relations. Visits by senior officers, potential arms sales, troop reductions, and
efforts to institute confidence-building measures along the border are cited as
evidence of growing military ties. The paper closes by highlighting implications
for the United States and concludes that the military rapprochement will
continue.

0456 China's Energy Outlook.
Resource Systems Institute, Honolulu, Hawaii. David Fridley. March 1991.
57pp.
Economic reform in China has given a major boost to the development of
China's energy industries. Demand for energy has risen steadily in response
to the rapid expansion of the economy over the pastten years, while economic
liberalization and deregulation have stimulated energy output as the energy
industries found new sources of capital, labor, and investment opportunities.
In the first half of the 1980s, the coal, oil, and electric power industries all
experienced accelerating rates of growth. After mid-decade, however, an
overheating economy, rising inflation, and lower international oil prices had a
serious impact on the vitality of the energy industries. At a time when energy
demand was soaring, the state-owned energy industries faced a decline in the
real value of their output, excessive debt, falling productivity, and sharply
higher costs of production. These trends have continued into 1990 despite the
economic slowdown engineered in late 1988 and, if left unmanaged, will
constrain the ability of the domestic energy industries to meet the energy
needs of China's modernization program. This in turn could lead to progressively
higher imports of energy, particularly oil, and could limit the speed and scope
of economic expansion in the 1990s and beyond.
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0513 China's OH Industry: A Decade in Review and Challenges Ahead.
Resource Systems Institute, Honolulu, Hawaii. David Fridley. April 1991.
41pp.
As part of the general trend of economic reform in the past ten years, Mainland
China's energy industries have experienced significant change, but the critical
nature of the industry has kept them more closely under central control.
Prevented from exercising autonomy over most production and pricing
decisions, the energy industries failed to enjoy the boom that deregulation
produced in so many other sectors of the economy. Fearing the inflationary
consequences of a needed rise in domestic coal, oil, gas, and electricity prices,
the government stabilized most energy prices, which began to fall rapidly in
real terms after mid-decade. As a result, even the profitable refining sector
began to see red ink. Energy output initially fell or stagnated in the early 1980s
as the industry closed down many inefficient producers and reorganized its
administrative structure. These measures led to a rebound in production,
especially after 1983 when a second, higher tier of prices was introduced to
promote above-quota production. By the end of the decade, output of
hydropower and coal were up by 100 percent and 68 percent respectively,
while crude oil output rose by 30 percent. The laggard has been natural gas;
suffering from decades of underinvestment, high costs, and low prices, the
industry has barely managed to exceed the output level reached a decade
ago.

0554 Directory of Chinese Officials and Organizations: A Reference Aid.
Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C. May 1991. 163pp.
The directory identifies individuals who hold important positions in the People's
Republic of China. Information was drawn primarily from Chinese press
releases received through 10 April 1991. The earliest and latest dates
specifically identifying persons in their positions are included. The names of
females are followed by (f). Also included are a table of contents and indexes
to organizations and personalities.

0717 The Status of Nuclear Power Plants In the People's Republic of China.
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico. Jason Puckett.
May 1991. 18pp.
China's main energy source is coal, but transportation and environmental
problems make that fuel less than desirable. Therefore, the Chinese, as part
of an effort toward alternative energy sources, are developing nuclear power
plants. In addition to providing a cleaner power source, development of
nuclear energy would improve the Chinese economic condition and give the
nation greater world status. China's first plants, at Qinshan and Daya Bay, are
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still incomplete. However, China is working toward completion of those
reactors and planning the training and operating procedures needed to
operate them. At the same time, it is improving its nuclear fuel exports. As they
develop the capability for generating nuclear power, the Chinese seem to be
aware of the accompanying quality and safety considerations, which they
have declared to be first priorities.

0735 The Chinese Economy in 1990 and 1991: Uncertain Recovery.
Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C. July 1991, 37pp.
China is emerging from its austerity-induced economic slump with strong, if
uneven, industrial growth. A large infusion of credit begun in late 1989 had a
palpable stimulative effect on industrial production. Beijing relied heavily on
export growth, which reached more than 18 percent in 1990, to help stimulate
its economic recovery. China's rapidly growing budget deficit has led the
leadership to implement pragmatic measures to ease financial pressures. For
example, Beijing has raised prices for cooking oil and food staples. It has also
effectively devalued its currency approximately 30 percent in real terms since
late 1989. Beijing's reluctance to proceed with comprehensive productivity-
enhancing reforms reduces the likelihood China can sustain inflation-free
growth. The leadership's continued emphasis on export growth without trade
liberalization also risks foreign protectionism. The complexity of China's
trading system and Beijing's renewed manipulation of import controls may
foster increasing resentment from China's trading partners, more and more of
which are facing growing trade deficits with Beijing.

Indonesia
1989

0772 AID Mlcroenterprlse Stock-Taking: Indonesia Field Assessments.
Development Alternatives, Inc. and Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc.,
Washington, D.C. C. Stark Biddle etal. July 1989. 65pp.
AID'S efforts to support microenterprise development in Indonesia are assessed
in this report. Major activities consist of support to rural credit institutions; the
Puskowanjati Women's Cooperative, an umbrella organization of women's
cooperatives; and the Maha Bhoga Marga and Yayasan Dian Desa private
voluntary organizations. All the projects established sound business procedures,
displayed moderate to high levels of financial viability, and greatly increased
the poor's access to institutional resources. In particular, the credit projects'
low transaction costs and easy access are a benefit to the poor while high
interest rates and a diversified portfolio ensure institutional sustainability. The
net effect is increased employment and income generation, which stimulate
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economic growth through broad-based linkages and multiplier effects. In sum,
the experience of these projects shows that it is possible, even in less than
optimal economic and regulatory environments, to assist the poor by treating
them as entrepreneurs through a decentralized, business development
approach rather than through poverty-focused programs.

1990
0837 Urban Strategy Assistance: Indonesia.

Research Triangle Institute, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina. James
McCullough et al. March 1990. 84pp.
Indonesia's financial and managerial resources are being strained by an urban
population that threatens to grow from 52 million in 1990 to 152 million in the
year 2025. The urban labor force, which more than doubled between 1971 and
1985 and which may double again between 1990 and the year 2000, is
employed primarily in the informal sector and is characterized by a high level
of underemployment (30-40 percent). Accordingly, the government has
designed an urban development strategy which will increase public investment
in urban services by 100 percent over the next five years, while improving the
capacity of local governments to manage and to contribute to this investment.
The report identifies ways in which the AID can support the government's
urbanization initiatives. Programming recommendations are presented in five
target areas: employment and job creation; regional economic development;
urban finance, decentralization and privatization of urban services; and urban
environmental management.

0921 An Indonesian Surveillance and Security System.
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Eko Budiono Purwanto.
April 1990. 54pp.
This study examines the requirements that a surveillance and control system
must meet to provide security for Indonesian air and sea space and proposes
a system and development program. It also examines what part U.S. security
assistance could play in establishing this system.
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Reel 4
Indonesia cont.

1990 cont.
0001 The Technology Transfer Application In the Republic of Indonesia.

Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Omar Abubakar. June
1990. 59pp.
The main emphasis of this thesis is the examination of technology transfer
from a theoretical perspective and comparison of this perspective with its
application in the Republic of Indonesia. The elements of atransfer mechanism
concept such as organization, project, documentation, distribution, linker,
capacity, credibility, willingness, and rewards are being used forthe examination.
The role of The Body of the Assessment and Application of Technology
(BPPT) as the linker between the source of technology from foreign countries
and technology users in Indonesia is observed in particular. It is concluded that
the technology transfer process is being successfully conducted from theoretical
perspectives, and a recommendation is proposed to the BPPT and its
associated linker networks in order to maintain its existing performance.

1991
0060 Dual Functions of the Indonesian Armed Forces.

U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. RachmatMokoginta.
April 1, 1991. 38pp.
Since its foundation, the Indonesian Armed Forces (IAF) have regarded
themselves as a political and military force. Lacking professional training and
low in modern armaments, Indonesian resistance took the form of guerrilla
warfare in which there was no clear boundary between military and civilian life.
They were organized into politically aligned irregular units as well as regular
army forces and military leaders performed political functions as well as
military role. The IAF molded the youths from the former Dutch Colonial Army
(KNIL), the Japanese trained (PETA), and those who had taken up arms in the
irregular units (LASKAR) to become the Armed Forces Founding Fathers with
differences in background and intention. The nationalist movements in that
period also molded the way of thinking of the founding fathers who in the future
justified their continuing role in the political arena. The military claimed their
right to continuous representation in the government, legislature and
administration. At a seminar in 1965 the army produced a doctrine that
declared the IAF had a dual function role both as a military force and as a
social-political force.
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Japan
1988

0098 Japan's Changing Defense Posture.
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California. Norman D. Levin. June 1988.
38pp.
International and domestic Japanese trends have precipitated changes over
the past decade in Japan's approach to national defense. This note analyzes
the nature of these changes and assesses their consequences for regional
security.

0136 Economic Factors of Japan's National Security Policy.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Robin H. Sakoda. June
1988. 154pp.
Economic and security ties comprise the fundamental links in U.S.-Japan
relations, which have become strained by criticisms from both sides of the
Pacific. As the two nations continue to pursue prosperity and security, the rates
of domestic consumption, trade balances, overseas investment, andtechnology
development have become tests of bilateral cooperation. Domestic demand,
capital formation, trade, and development of science and technology are
fundamental concerns of the economy that contribute to Japan's national
security posture. With the formation of Comprehensive Security, economic
assets, more than military spending atone, have become the pillars of Japan's
national security framework. To the Japanese, a strong economy is essential
to Japan's national security. This thesis analyzes the various programs the
Japanese have pursued through the postwar period to build a stronger
economy and the role they have played in the development and implementation
of Comprehensive Security. Additionally, this thesis examines comprehensive
security as it contributes to mutual U.S.-Japan regional security in light of
increasing tensions over the relative roles of economic and military strengths.

0290 Demand for Meats In Japan: A Review and an Update of Elasticity
Estimates.
Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C. John H. Dyck. August 1988.
61pp.
Estimates of income, own-price, and cross-price elasticities of demand for
beef, pork, chicken meat, and fish are reviewed. The estimates differ in the
methods used to obtain them, in the data sources used, and in the periods that
they cover. Changes in the sizes of some income and price elasticities appear
to have occurred over time. Cross-price elasticity estimates have often been
not significantly different from zero, and those that have been reported are
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often not in agreement with others. Use of aggregated fish consumption and
of a fish price index has been unsuccessful, whether in determining the
demand for fish or the demand for meats.

1989
0351 Learning the R&D System: University Research In Japan and the United

States.
National Research Council, Washington, D.C. 1989. 24pp.
The Office of Japan Affairs of the National Research Council is organizing a
series of workshops on the differences and similarities in the working
environment for research in Japan and the United States. Understanding
these differences is essential to American scientists and engineers to improve
access to Japan's research system, and to expand mutually beneficial
collaboration between the two countries. The first workshop was on university
laboratories. The discussions focused on the culture of academic research,
large university research laboratories, university-industry relations, and the
experiences of foreign researchers in the United States and Japan. The report
highlights the major insights from that two-day meeting.

0375 The United States Economic Relationship with Japan: Implications for
U.S. Security.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Gary P. Clukey.
March 11, 1989.43pp.
The United States pursues, as part of its national security strategy, its own
economic well-being as well as the economicwell-being of itsdemocratic allies
in the Asia-Pacific theater. Japan is its most important, economically, and a
key player in U.S. forward defense strategy. This study focuses on the
importance of a healthy economic relationship between the United States and
Japan. It addresses: (1) the current U.S. and Japan economic situation, (2)
actions taken by both nations to improve and strengthen the U.S.-Japan
economic relationship, and (3) some of the major issues and concerns—from
an economic and security standpoint. The study also provides some insight
and background on recent U.S. and Japanese involvement in the global trade,
financial aid, banking, and monetary systems. Furthermore, it examines U.S.
and Japanese support for free-trade and open markets. In the last chapter,
major security issues are summarized and conclusions made regarding U.S.
strategy.
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0418 What Air Defense Should Japan Have to Moot the Expansion of Soviet
Force* around Japan?
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. ToshimiEnoki. May 1989.
70pp.
The continued Soviet military buildup over the past two decades has created
a very unstable situation in the Asia-Pacific region. The Soviet Union strives
to turn the Sea of Okhotsk into a sanctuary by improving its military power in
the Far East and redeploying its ground and air forces onto the Northern
Islands. Japan should improve its air defense system to defend its own
airspace, especially the development of anti-cruise missile capability, and
should develop the naval and air capacity to protect its sea lanes of
communication in conjunction with U.S. forces in the region. Japan should also
continue the already announced steady and gradual expansion of the Japanese
air self-defense forces, with an emphasis on quality rather than quantity.

0488 Japanese Nationalism.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Dawn Renee Going. June
1989. 97pp.
This thesis addresses the phenomenon of Japanese nationalism, its changing
place in Japanese life, and its influence on Japan's international relations. This
study uses a theoretical-psychological approach to nationalism. After tracing
the historical development of nationalist thought beginning in Tokugawa,
Japan, current social trends in the areas of politics, economics, women and
family, and youth and education are examined to determine if the requisite
qualities of nationalism are present in modem Japan to portend an eventual
return to an ultra form of nationalism. The thesis concludes that traditional
nationalist thought remains a vital part of Japanese thinking; and, concerning
national security implications for the United States, the United States should
not forcefully pressure Japan in the areas of trade and security issues. If U.S.
policy is devoid of cultural sensitivity, Japan may exercise its options in
unilateral defense buildup and trade preferences.

0585 The Development and Structure of Consumer Credit In Japan.
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California. Arthur J. Alexander and Kong
Dan Oh. June 1989. 71pp.
The primary goals of this study are to describe and analyze the development,
structure, and regulation of consumer credit in Japan, and to identify significant
laws, regulations, or ministerial guidance that may restrict consumer credit
markets and constrain the behavior of Japanese households. Interest in
consumer credit stems from the presumed links between credit and household
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saving and between saving and the current account trade balance. A secondary
goal of the study, therefore, is to assess the links between household credit
and saving.

0656 United Statas-Japanesa National Interests In Asia: Security In th* 1990s.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Mark T. Staples. December
1989. 173pp.
Perceptions of the bilateral security relationship between the United States
and Japan are beginning to depart the postwar norm. Japan's economic
competition is beginning to be seen by some in the United States as a greater
threat toU.S. national security than the trad'rtionalthreat of Soviet expansionism.
A difference in fundamental values between the United States and Japan may
exacerbate these diverging views during a period of dramatic East-West
change. This thesis proposes that the United States and Japan re-examine
their bilateral security relationship and replace it with a formal, rational division
of burden and decision sharing by allocating primary areas of security
responsibility in Asia within the alliance. It proposes that Japanese naval
forces assume primary responsibility of stability and peace in Northeast Asia
while the United States continues primary responsibility of stability and peace
in the vital sea lanes of communication in the Indian Ocean and South China
Sea. The flexibility of this strategy would permit coping with the uncertainty of
U.S.-USSR relations until the success or failure of Soviet reforms can be
ascertained. Also, a revised security arrangement between the United States
and Japan would diminish the prospects of an independent Japanese military
posture in Asia.

1990
0829 Expanding Access to Precompetltlve Research in the United States and

Japan: Biotechnology and Optoelectronics.
National Research Council, Washington, D.C. 1990. 46pp.
In January 1990 the Office of Japan Affairs (OJA) of the National Research
Council (NRC) and the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS)
jointly held the second of a series of meetings on the subject of "symmetrical
access" to R&D in Japan and the United States. Biotechnology and
optoelectronics were selected as two important areas in which precompetitive
research can theoretically benefit both countries and where the competitive
circumstances are different. The meeting brought together experts in
biotechnology, optoelectronics, and science policy from both countries to
examine the current R&D structure in each country and to develop potential
means for expanded access and cooperation. The report is a synthesis of the
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major ideas from the two-day meeting. It also covers a preliminary survey
conducted by OJA as well as insights gained by U.S. participants and NRC
staff in preparing for the meeting and in reflecting on the discussions.

0875 Selene*, Technology, and the Future of the U.S.-Japan Relationship.
National Research Council, Washington, D.C. 1990. 19pp.
The U.S.-Japan relationship in science and technology is undergoing significant
changes which present dilemmas for policymakers, business people, and
researchers in both countries. The global context is changing, particularly in
the dynamic economies of East Asia and in Europe. At the core of the
significant changes, however, is Japan's emergence as a technological
superpower. From the perspective of the United States, a major challenge is
to develop mechanisms for acquiring technological know-how from Japan and
to bring that knowledge to bear in increasing the competitiveness of
manufacturing and service industries. Japan, on the other hand, faces
challenges in developing basic research capabilities and mechanisms for
transferring technology to the rest of the world. Developing effective responses
to these challenges should be a top national priority.

0894 Japanese Economic Victory over America: Fact or Fiction?
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Danny L Abbott and
R. Lee Bandel. February 12, 1990. 66pp.
Today, economic competition, more so than military competition, is viewed as
the key to national power and indeed to national survival. Except for the United
States, all of the world's industrial economies lay in ruins at the end of World
War II. Not surprisingly, until the beginning of 1980s the United States reigned
supreme as the world's only economic superpower. Since the end of World
War II, the economies devastated by the war have rebuilt, and some believe
that Japan is now challenging the preeminent economic position of the United
States. The alarmist view is that the United States has lost or will lose its status
of the world's leading economic power to Japan. The purpose of this paper is
to evaluate Japan as our major competitor and to determine whether Japan's
world economic standing will diminish the United States' critical economic
element of power. Demographic, social, and economic data for both countries
will be reviewed, trends identified, and conclusions drawn.
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Reels
Japan cont.

1990 cont.
0001 The Basic Mechanisms of Japanese Farm Policy, Illustrated by: Rice

Price Support and Beef Import Restrictions.
Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C. William T. Coyle. February
1990. 39pp.
Japanese agricultural policy is the product of a special mix of geography,
culture, technology, economics, and politics. The authors have selected two
important sectors, rice and beef, to typify the whole. Japan's geography, diet,
and policies are addressed in the booklet.

0040 Military Roto of the United States and Japan In Northeast Asia at the Age
of the New Detente Mood.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Tautomu Aoki. April
4, 1990. 36pp.
In the European front, we can see the rapid development of liberalization and
democratization in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, and the remarkable
development of the possibilities for strategic and conventional arms reduction.
This situation appears to have the possibilities for a new era of peace in
Europe. In this paper, it is suggested, that given this new situation, ft is
necessary to maintain the balance of military power (including the improvement
of the defense posture) in Northeast Asia, one of the most important strategic
fronts. It is also necessary to strengthen the unity of Western allies as a
peacetime strategy in order to increase the stability in Northeast Asia and to
continue to develop the effort in the European front. Thirdly, as a result of the
analysis of the current situation in Northeast Asia, it is important to recognize
the situation in Northeast Asia, it is important to recognize the influence of the
new trends in the Soviet Union on Japan. In the paper the following is
emphasized as the military role of the United States and Japan in Northeast
Asia: common concept of forward defense, associated with an emphasis on
the defense of Northern Japan (Hokkaido plus northern part of Honshu; further
development of thell.S.-Japan security treaty; burdensharing;and conquering
the friction between the two allies.
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0076 Ths Influence of Japanese Public Opinion and Government Policy on the
Planning and Execution of U.S.-Japanese Bilateral Ground Exercises.
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
Donald J. McGhee. June 1, 1990. 142pp.
The evolution of U.S.-Japanese bilateral ground exercises has been
characterized by progressive development but also by continual opposition
from various segments of Japanese society and government. While many
factors have influenced the evolution of bilateral ground exercises, two
factors— Japanese public opinion and government policy—have played a
particularly important role. This study concludes that, to a considerable
degree, negative Japanese public opinion and corresponding local government
recalcitrance, government policy, pacifism, the news media, special interest
groups, and the political opposition have shaped and continue to influence the
planning and execution of U.S.-Japanese bilateral ground exercises. These
influences threaten U.S. Army-JGSDF capabilities to fight bilaterally in a
future conflict. Among the most significant consequences of this influence are
inefficient, unrealistic training exercises; the lack of a unified command and
control system; and the inability of bilateral forces to train on the specific
ground they would fight on.

0218 U.SJJapaness Burdensharlng: Constraints to Increased Japanese
Contribution.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Patrick J. Broker. June
1990. 79pp.
This thesis explores issues relevant to U.S./Japan burdensharing. As U.S.
defense expenditures are reduced in the 1990s, U.S. allies will be called upon
to contribute a greater share to meet common security responsibilities.
Japan's government faces a multitude of constraints to increasing defense
expenditures placed upon them by the United States, the Japanese public,
and Japan's Asian neighbors. Some of these constraints are affected
significantly by Japanese perceptions of U.S. commitment and the Soviet
threat. If perceptions of the Soviet threat diminish while perceptions of the U.S.
commitment remain strong, Japan may be less inclined to increase their
expenditures to the levels called for by the United States. This thesis explores
constraints to increased Japanese defense spending, Japanese perceptions
of U.S. commitment, Soviet threat perceptions in Japan, and also indicates
areas for increased Japanese contributions to allied defense capabilities.
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0297 Scientific and Technological Relations batmen the United States and
Japan: Issues and Recommendations.
National Research Council, Washington, D.C. Frank Press and Martha C.
Harris. November 1990.37pp.
This paper contains issues and recommendations concerning the following
topics: Japanese investment in small, high technology corporations, treatment
of multinational companies, support for basic research, foreign funding for
U.S. university research, asymmetry in training, U.S.-Japan cooperation in
science and technology; asymmetries and potential complementarities—
asymmetries in science and technology, status of science (Table 1—U.S. and
Japanese shares of world scientific publications), industry as the driver of
Japanese R&D (Table 2—technology trade balances-̂ Japan and United
States), (Table 3-̂ Japan-U.S. bilateraltechnology trade), long-term strategies
and impacts, challenges for the U.S. corporate sector, possible approaches.
Appendix—U.S. and Japanese strengths and weaknesses—national policies
and science and technology capabilities.

1991
0334 U.S. Bases In Japan: Do We Still Need Them?

Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island. James L Mitchell. February 11,
1991. 33pp.
While U.S. bases in Japan remain vital to the security of America's Pacific
interests, Soviet peace initiatives and domestic budget deficits have forced a
re-examination of U.S. security policy with its reliance on overseas basing. The
American force structure in Japan, the unique Treaty of Mutual Cooperation
and Security, the Japanese "comprehensive security" strategy, and threats to
U.S. interests in the Pacific are described. The importance of the bases to the
national security strategy, and their role in executing the maritime strategy in
a global war against the Soviet Union are analyzed. Prospects for retention of
the bases are positive, but are threatened by the divisive trade issue, a
perceived Japanese free ride on defense, charges of one-way technology
transfer, a changing political balance in Japan, a diminished threat perception
in both countries, and Soviet disarmament initiatives. Recommendations to
perpetuate basing rights include severing trade-defense linkage; encouraging
Japan to assume a greater role in international affairs, expand its defense
forces, increase its overseas development assistance, and pay more U.S.
basing costs; and promoting joint U.S.-Japanese weapons development.
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0367 The U.S.-Japan Security Alliance: Will It Survive In the New World
Order?
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Russell L Gilbert.
April 1, 1991. 123pp.
When George Bush took office in January 1989, he spoke of a new world order.
The characteristics of this new world order may be more physical than the
ideological cold war. Some characteristics are emerging—resurfacing of old
rivalries, greater interdependence between major powers, more weapons of
mass destruction, information revolution, and the ascendancy of mass
destruction, information revolution, and the ascendancy of economic power
over military power to name a few. These changes mandate a review of old
alliances designed to implement a national security strategy of containment.
One candidate is the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security between the
United States and Japan commonly referred to as the U.S.-Japan Security
Alliance. Now that the cold war isover, isthistreaty still relevant. Given Japan's ,
economic miracle, should the United States continue to provide Japan's
national security and protect Japan's vital interests. This paper examines the
treaty from three perspectives: Is the U.S.-Japan Security Alliance still
relevant in the emerging world order from a military perspective. Is the U.S.-
Japan Security Alliance still relevant from a political perspective. What roles
should the United States and Japan undertake to promote stability in the
emerging world order.

0490 The Post Cold War National Security Role of Japan.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Naoto Hayashi.
Aprils, 1991. 44pp.
After the cold war, we have entered a new era which is uncertain, difficult, and
unstable. During the cold war, world peace and the system of free trade have
depended on the economy and military efforts of the United States. Today,
however, the relative strength of the United States has declined and that of
Japan and Western Germany has risen. It is no longer possible for the United
States to support the international world order alone. In this difficult time, the
most important objective is to contribute to prosperity, stability, and security
around the world. Japan must perform a role equal to its position as the world's
second largest economic power, but its efforts to do so up to now have met
obstacles not only in Japan but also in East Asia. Japan has done much to
maintain the stable world without using military forces. However, it is now time
to identify Japan's appropriate role in the political, economic, and military
realms. This paper examines the most appropriate and practicable roles for
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Japan as an advanced country and recommends Japan provide military forces
to peace keeping units on the same basis as other countries within specifically
defined limits, expand its non-military aid, and maintain an adequate self
defense capability.

0534 The DebateoverJapan'slnternatlonalRole: Contending Views of Opinion
Leaders during the Persian Gulf Crisis.
U. S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Eugene Brown. July
17, 1991. 35pp.
Japan's dramatic ascent to the status of economic superpower raises significant
questions about how it will wield the broader global influence ordinarily
conferred by wealth. Its emergence as an economic leader coincides with the
demise of the cold war. Taken together, these trends alter the basis of the long-
standing U.S.-Japan relationship. While the thirty-one-year-old security
partnership is likely to continue as a force for regional stability in the post-cold
war environment, it is simply natural that a prosperous, self-confident Japan
will begin to assert an independent voice in international affairs. In this study,
the author examines Japan's recent debate over its policy in the Persian Gulf
crisis. Particular attention is given to five competing schools of thought that
shaped the national debate among Japanese opinion leaders. Although
Japan's response to the Gulf crisis was marked by a series of false starts and
confusion, it is likely that a new foreign policy paradigm will eventually emerge
from the ongoing debate among the contending schools of thought identified
by the author.

Korea
1987

0569 Export Intermediation and the Structure of Industry In Korea and Taiwan.
Harvard Institute for International Development, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Brian Levy. October 1987. 49pp.
Footwear manufacturers have enjoyed substantial export success in both
Korea and Taiwan, but in Korea this success has been characterized by the
expansion of a few large firms, while in Taiwan it has meant the proliferation
of a great many smaller firms. The paper theorizes that the expansion in the
number, rather than size, of footwear firms in Taiwan is due to a parallel
expansion in the number of footwear exporters. A general equilibrium model
of the parallel expansion is sketched, accompanied by an analysis of the
impact of initial conditions in Taiwan and Korea on the development of the
footwear industry in each country. Korea, which was relatively more backward
than Taiwan, provided incentives to large footwear firms to expand, while
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Taiwan did not. The study concludes that Korean-type incentives to individual
firms carry with them the risk of fueling a political-economic process
characterized by a high degree of rent seeking and accompanying socially
unproductive policies. By contrast, incentives to exporters emerges as a
means of accelerating industrial expansion without the risk of rent seeking.

1988
0618 National Security for the Republic of Korea and the Major Powers.

Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Lee Han Ho. April 1988.
53pp.
The Korean peninsula was divided at the thirty-eighth parallel by the great
powers in 1945, and Korea has become a key area of interaction between
major powers (United States, USSR, Japan, and China). All the major powers
in the contemporary international system have vital interests in the Korean
peninsula This peninsula is the only area where these powers interact face-
to-face. This report reviews the interactions of the major powers on the Korean
peninsula and the military posture of both Koreas and attempts to clarify
Korea's position in the power relationship between those four big powers with
focus on Korea's tasks in the future.

0671 Future of North-South Korean Relations and Desirable Roles of the
United States.
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Kyung Ung Park. April
1988. 43pp.
Since the end of the Korean War, both North and South Korea have been
building up their military power. The arms race and precarious military balance
have increased the risk of a military conflict between the North and South,
which could result in the major powers' involvement. In recent years, various
plans for de-escalation and conflict resolution have been attempted to enhance
stability on the Korean peninsula without avail. The geopolitical location of the
Korean peninsula and history of the superpower intervention in inter-Korean
relations make it impossible to attempt any prognosis of future inter-Korean
relations without assessing expected actions of the concerned powers,
namely the United States, Soviet Union, China, and Japan. The United States
is the only nation among the four that has not shown any territorial interest in
the Korean peninsula, and also has diverse and multi-pronged cooperative
relations with all concerned powers. The United States can initiate an effort to
keep peace on the Korean peninsula. This paper reviews present situations
between North and South Korea, discusses the security environment on the
Korean peninsula, and suggests several desirable roles of the United States
for sustaining peace on the Korean peninsula.
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0714 A Study of the U.S. Foreign Military Sales and ROC (Republic of China)
Procurement System.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. An-Sheng Yeh. September
1988. 77pp.
The ending of diplomatic relationships with the United States government in
1979 resulted in a very ambiguous political environment between the Republic
of China and the United States and severely affected the ROC's procurement
system. It is clear that finding a more efficient means of acquisition of arms has
currently become a critical lesson in the ROC. This thesis concerns the
concepts, methods, and procedures of the U.S. foreign military sales. It also
evaluates the ROC's current procurement system. It concludes that a good
understanding of the process of the U.S. foreign military sales program will
improve the effectiveness and efficiency in the ROC's procurement of arms.

0791 Leadership Change In North Korean Politics: The Succession to Kim II
Sung.
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California. Kong Dan Oh. October 1988.
74pp.
This report examines the prospects of the political leadership of North Korea
passing from Supreme Leader Kim II Sung to his son, Kim Jong II. The North
Korean regime has carefully arranged the succession in order to preserve the
Kim II system and his chuch's (self-reliance) ideology. But hereditary succession
is such an unusual and inappropriate way to transmit leadership in a Socialist
country that there are questions as to whether this arrangement will achieve
its objective and whether North Korea's power structure and social integrity will
remain intact after the demise of Kim II Sung. Collecting information on the
inner workings of North Korean political decision making is a frustrating
process. Great attention had to be paid to changes in nuance, tone, and style
in the North Korean source material to glean information about Kim Jong ll's
personality, political philosophy, and leadership strategy. The major findings
of this study, drawn from various sources, especially Rodong Shinmun Daily
Worker, the propaganda organ of the Korean Workers' Party (KWP), are not
all new. However, they do provide insights into the prospects for future
leadership change.

0865 Armed Forces and National Development In Korea.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Sang Gi Lee. December
1988. 67pp.
During the last thirty years, Korean society has experienced a significant
increase in the role, influence, responsibility, and expertise of the military. The
role and contribution of the military has been extensive for the nation-building,
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national security, and economic and social development. Despite these
contributions, there still exists a communication and understanding gap
between the military and civilian population. In order to decrease this gap and
enhance mutual understanding, the military must take an active effort to
improve public relations through an increasing awareness of what the military
does in Korea and how it supports civilian population activities.

0932 The Balance of tha ROK (Republic of Korea) and North Korean Ground
Forces.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Se Yong Kim. December
1988. 52pp.
Since the ROK and North Korea stand face-to-face in the Korean peninsula,
there has been constant concern about the risk of war. In this situation,
prevention of war on the Korean peninsula is much more important than
anything else, h is feasible when the balance of conventional military forces is
kept. The purpose of this thesis is to compare each side's ground forces as
major military strength, to developthe ROK ground force structure planning for
ground force balance of the ROK against North Korea, to identify the important
factors for reinforcement of ground forces in wartime, and to present the
combat models considered for the Korean peninsula. In addition to those it
proposes a U.S. presence in Korea and the improvement of early-warning
capabilities.

Reel 6
Korea cont.

1989
0001 Korea and United States National Security.

U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Steven A. Raho III.
March 9, 1989. 46pp.
The Korean peninsula still remains a potential flash point that could lead to a
major East-West confrontation. U.S. policy toward the Republic of Korea has
often been characterized by vacillation and uncertainty, ft is imperative that
U.S. strategies take into account the current frictions between the United
States and South Korea, and establish a policy which protects the regional
interests of our allies while maintaining American influence in the Pacific. As
nationalism sweeps through South Korea, it is vital for the United States to
address important issues causing friction between our countries: forward
deployment of U.S. military forces on the peninsula; the alleged basing of
nuclear weapons on Korean soil; and continuance of a military command
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structure which places a U.S. general officer in control of a significant portion
of South Korea's military forces. Through a visionary assessment of our role
in an emerging multipolar world, the United States can develop an appropriate
force structure and integrated strategy that will ensure regional stability while
providing for continued economic and political growth throughout South
Korea, the Asia-Pacific region, and the world.

0047 ROK (Republic of Korea)-U.S. Military Relations: Transition of Defense
Responsibility.
U. S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Thomas W. Holden.
March 23, 1989. 38pp.
Since the end of the Korean War in 1953, the United States has been the
guarantor of peace and stability on the Korean peninsula. Today, after thirty-
six years of U.S. military protection, the South Korean economy is one of the
world's most dynamic, fully capable of financing its own national defense. Its
freely-elected democratic government has dropped its hard-line, anti-
Communist rhetoric and is pursuing a northern diplomacy aimed at a peaceful
reunification. Finally, its military stands on the verge of full modernization and
is becoming a respected deterrent in its own right. Yet in spite of all this
success, the United States remains in firm control of ROK-U.S. military
command positions and retains operational control over the Korean defense
forces in peace and war. This study examines the need for a continuing U.S.
dominance in ROK-U.S. military relations and proposes a transition strategy,
whereby defense responsibility can be transfered from U.S. to ROK military
forces. Such a move would strengthen and preserve ROK-U.S. political/
military relations as well as protect future U.S. regional interests.

0085 Prospects for an Increased Naval Roto for the Republic of Korea In
Northeast Asian Security.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Edward A. Olsen. March
31, 1989. 73pp.
The Republic of Korea's robust economy and diverse global interests are
encouraging ROK officials and scholars to contemplate a broader range of
security interests than they have in the past. ROK naval options are included
in that spectrum. Though the ROK remains preoccupied by a continental
orientation, focused on the North Korean threat, defense intellectuals in South
Korea are interested in the following broadersecurity themes: SLOCdefenses,
reg ional naval security, industrial cooperation in naval areas, and the possibilities
of a Korean maritime strategy. The ROK seems interested in expanding its
naval horizons and capabilities, but those aspirations may be tempered by
changes in Northeast Asia that may alter the context in which Seoul must
implement its policies.
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0158 Th« Security Environment on the Korean Peninsula and the Desirable
Roles of the United States.
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. PyungHoKim. May 1989.
47pp.
Since the end of the Korean War, the Korean question has been a difficult
global issue in the context of a complicated regional balance of power. Soviet-
North Korean military ties have increased, and the North-South Korean
military imbalance continues. The current security environment of the Korean
peninsula is key to the preservation of peace and stability in Northeast Asia.
This report has three major purposes: to describe and examine the current
security environment on the Korean peninsula, with emphasis on the increased
threat from North Korea; to review the foreign policy of the region's four major
powers, all of which have vital interests in the Korean peninsula; and to
suggest desirable roles for the United States regarding Korean security
issues.

0205 Prospects for Reunification of North and South Korea.
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Jin Hak Lee. May 1989.
32pp.
There is no doubt that the Korean peninsula today remains one of the most
dangerous spots in the world. Ever since the Korean war ended in 1953, the
danger of renewed hostilities between South and North Korea has been a
dominant factor in the policies of the two Koreas as well as in the policies of
the superpowers. The hardening of the division was a product of the cold war
and unending competition between the United States and the Soviet Union.
The question of national reunification must be viewed from the perspectives
of inter-Korean relations and opposite ideological orientation, and the alliance
relations which come from these ideologies. Super power patrons have added
great complexity to resolving Korean problems. This research is divided into
four parts: (1) division of Korea in historical perspectives; (2) United States and
Soviet Union policies and what kind of policies they pursue with regard to the
two Koreas; (3) a comparison of South and North Korean reunification policies;
and (4) future prospects.

0237 An Analysis of ROK-U.S. Military Command Relationship from the
Korean War to the Present.
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
Chung Kyung Young. June 2, 1989. 137pp.
This study is to analyze the evolution of the Korean-American military
command relationship from the historical perspective with the object of setting
forth a proposal for a new structure based on a consultative relationship, rather
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than command. The study focuses on the following questions: (1) What factors
led to the original structure of the ROK/U.S./UN command relationship at the
time of the Korean Conflict; (2) What changes have altered the requirements
of the command structure; and (3) What changes should be made in the ROK/
U.S.AJN command structure to make it militarily more efficient and politically
more acceptable to the ROK. Analysis reveals that the current politically
complex ROK-U.S. military command arrangement is not designed to wage
war. The inconsistency between the peace-keeping mission of the United
Nations Command (UNC) and the warfighting task of the CFC seems to pose
added problems forthe effective combined operations of allies. No single U.S.
unit is assigned to CFC, while most combat units of ROK forces are assigned
to CFC. Therefore, a more desirable proposal for the ROK/U.S. military
command arrangement is as follows: (1) Eliminate the inequity in the ROK/
U.S. military command relationship be re-evaluating and redefining the ROK-
U.S. Mutual Defense Treaty. It should reflect a command structure to which
both countries will make forces available if North Korea attacks; (2) Return
OPCON of ROK forces to the ROK National Command Authority; (3) Both
countries need to work out a mutually acceptable rotation for primary command
positions; (4) Disband the UNC Headquarters, Korea has outgrown it; and (5)
A bilateral agreement between South and North Korea must be negotiated to
replace the 1953 Armistice Agreement (after which the UNC and Military
Armistice Commission should disappear).

0374 Effect Analysis of U.S. Military Aid to the Republic of Korea.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey. California. Tae Young Choi and Su
Gyo Lee. June 1989. 181pp.
During the last forty years, the United States and Korea have maintained a
close and friendly relationship. Especially on the military side, the United
States has dedicated much to Korean military development. The U.S. has also
played the role of constrainertokeep North Korea from attacking South Korea.
On the other hand, because of Korean econom'cdevelopment and improvement
of its self-defense capacity, that relationship has begun to change. This thesis
will show the changing procedures of U.S. policy in aid to Korea including
military support. Also, even though very few people think negatively about the
U.S.-Korean relationship, we will describe the need for continued U.S.
assistance to Korea; how it is in the interest of both countries to work together
and to review what the United States had done for Korea, how they have
changed, and what the future problem is most likely to be.
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0555 U.S. Security Policy for the Republic of Korea In the 1990s.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Thomas L Brown.
November 1989. 82pp.
The U.S. military presence in the Republic of Korea has been the guarantor
of peace on the Korean peninsula for the past thirty-six years. That presence
has also ensured a balance of power in Northeast Asia that has contributed
greatly to the political stability and tremendous economic vitality of the area—
a region where the United States has vital security and economic interests.
Today, the American military presence in South Korea is being challenged by
both Washington's friends and adversaries in the region, as well as by many
U.S. politicians back home. In spite of these challenges and the dramatic
changes which have taken place in South Korea and the entire region over the
past twenty years, there has been no serious rethinking of the United States
role in Korea. As we approach the decade of the 1990s and the next century
the United States must assess the many issues facing the U.S. presence in
South Korea and determine what America's future role on the peninsula will
be. This paper attempts to contribute to that assessment.

0637 An Analysis of Tank Gap In Military Balance between Republic of Korea
and North Korea.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Dong Hui Kim. December
1989. 86pp.
At present, some analysts advocate a reduction or withdrawal of U.S. troops
from the Korean peninsula and a return of all the rights of command to the ROK
government. This will increase risk of another war on the Korean peninsula.
If war were to break out, Korea might be devastated economically, returning
the people to the poverty levels of 1953. War on the Korean peninsula might
also lead to, or precipitate, another world war because the powerful allied
nations (both U.S. and USSR) would participate in that war. Therefore, peace
on the Korean peninsula is very important and can be achieved if the ROK and
North Korea perceive each other as possessing balanced military strength.
North Korea currently has superior military strength. So to maintain peace, if
the United States were to withdraw, it would be necessary for the ROK
government to increase defense spending. This thesis identifies the tank gap
as a major factor of military strength and provide some ideas to the ROK
government for the military equipment modernizing plan. This thesis provides
numerical quantitative assessment of the current balance of tank forces
between the ROK and North Korea, as well as a dynamic assessment using
the Lanchester combat model.
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1990
0723 The Future Role of United Statos Forces In the Republic of Korea.

U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Michael A. Canavan.
March 23, 1990. 35pp.
The purpose of this study is to examine the future role of U.S. military forces
in the Republic of Korea. For the past thirty-seven years the national interest
of the United States in Northeast Asia has been a policy of maintaining
stabilization and a military balance in the region. This study examines over
time, the geostrategic importance of the Korean peninsula in Northeast Asia.
The evolution of United States and Republic of Korea relations is traced to
show how this relationship matured over the years to the present. The interest
of the four major powers in the region, the Soviet Union, China, Japan, and the
United States, are discussed in both a historical and modern day setting. The
military capabilities of North and South Korea are compared along with their
military strategies. North Korea, having the sixth largest army in the world,
remains a real threat to the survival of the Republic of Korea

0758 U.S.-ROK Frictions: Causes for Antl-Amerlcanlsm.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Myung H. Kim.
April 2, 1990.47pp.
This study focuses on frictions between the United States and ROK; it seeks
to identify primary causes for anti-American sentiment. This study discusses
the rise of Korean nationalism—its dynamic economic growth, the successful
1988 Summer Olympics, and the continuous democratization in Korea. As a
result of this growth, Koreans desire equal partnership with the United States
in economic, political, and military relations. They resent U.S. economic
pressures for access to Korean markets. This study also analyzes the
vulnerability of the Korean economy, the threat from North Korea, challenges
of domestic political situations, and the role of students in Korean politics. The
study concludes that the United States must be sensitive to the changes in
South Korea in order to continue harmonious relations. Both English and
Korean language sources have provided documentary support for this study.

0805 Korea: Country of Conflict.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Lawrence K. White,
Jr. April 2, 1990. 60pp.
This paper examines the history of conflict on the Korean peninsula. It puts
U.S. involvement in the context of Korean history. Conflict on the Korean
peninsula has been the dominant characteristic since history began in the
region. The examination covers the following periods: 3000 B.C. to 1800 A.D.;
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1800 to 1943; 1943 to 1950; 1950 to 1953; 1953 to 1978; and 1978 to 1990,
but concentrates on U.S. involvement in Korea since 1945. The paper
concludes that Korea has had a significant history of violent conflict dominated
by foreign powers; that the United States, as one of those powers, has always
sought to disengage itself from the Korean peninsula; that future conflict on the
Korean peninsula is still a distinct possibility, and that the United States should
continue to station troops in Korea to deter such conflict and promote regional
stability.

0865 Isn't It Time for U.S. Troops to Leave Korea?
Air War College. Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Tommy F. Bailey. April
1990. 40pp.
The United States has maintained a strong security relationship with the
Republic of Korea since the end of the Korean War. Recommendations found
in this article are based on the United States invoking the implicit "sunset
clause" in its security treaty regarding the military need for American forces in
Korea to protect against North Korean aggression. The United States now has
a unique challenge to continue serving its national security interests by
adjusting its defense commitments to the ROK. A reduced U.S. troop presence
in South Korea, if pursued in conjunction with arms control, confidence-
building measures and command restructuring, could stabilize the Korean
peninsula and preserve strong U.S.-ROK relations. The adjustments are
warranted in view of the significant military, political, and economic
advancements the ROK has achieved since the end of the Korean War.

Reel?
Korea cont.

1990 cont.
0001 United States-Republic of Korea Security Relations: Policy/Strategy for

the Future.
Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island. David M. Kristick. June 1990.
109pp.
U.S. domestic budget difficulties and growing East Asian economics might
now require the United States to change its relationship with South Korea. The
ROK's growing global stature, its economic vitality, and military strength
indicate it is ready to take a more pronounced role in its own self-defense.
U.S.-ROK relations must become more reciprocal, giving the ROK more
decision-sharing opportunities. The Nunn-Warner report does not go far
enough in prescribing a U.S. strategy toward East Asia in the next century. The
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United States must take a more active role in diplomatic initiatives aimed at
reducing tensions in East Asia, specifically the Korean peninsula. The U.S.
and the ROK should be developing combined strategies to deal with an
eventual Korean unification. These two allies should also begin developing
arms control strategies for the Korean peninsula. The United States should
facilitate better ROK-Japan security relations and the United States should
maintain diligence in Korea until North Korea opens.

0110 Relationship and Perception between Korea and the United States.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Chang Geon Oh. June
1990. 171pp.
During the last century, Korea and the United States have maintained a cordial
and friendly relationship. Normally, Korea is considered to be a pro-American
country in international society. However in recent years, it has not always
been the case considering the recent phenomena happening in Korean
society. How can it happen that Korea cannot be pro-American given that
Korea normally had been dependent on the United States? In this paper, the
reality of the Korean's perception of America is analyzed by focusing on the
historical facts that affected Koreans' perceptions throughout their relationships
between the United States and Korea. Also, the recent causes of negative
perceptions of America are examined.

0281 Supply-Side Economics In the Republic of Korea.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Hyung Chan Son. June
1990. 70pp.
This thesis investigates in detail the effects of Reaganomics South Korean
style. The study describes Korea's tax system and attempts to measure the
effect of changes of the Korean tax rate on total tax revenues. The main
findings are as follows: (1) Lowering marginal tax rates contributed to income
growth and increased tax revenues for people with income above ten million
won in 1985. This evidence suggests that this group of Korean taxpayers was
in the prohibitive region of the Laffer curve. (2) However, with the first
installment of the tax cut in 1982, tax revenues fell with the fall in tax rate for
taxpayers with incomes above 65 million won. This result makes sense
because the taxpayers knewthe 1984 tax cut was coming. Income could have
been deferred from 1982 and 1983 into 1984 by taxpayers having the flexibility
to do so. Conversely, the reduction in tax rate in 1984 caused a rise in tax
revenue forthis high income group. This evidence is also strikingly suggestive
that these highest-income Korean taxpayers were previously in the prohibitive
region of the Laffer curve.
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0351 Electricity Pricing In Korea: A Study of Pricing Initiatives as Positive
Contributors to the Development Process.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Lawrence J. Hill.
October 1990. 39pp.
The "economic miracle" in South Korea over the past three decades has been
supported by a corresponding increase in electric generating capacity in a
relatively short period of time, accomplished in a country with limited domestic
energy resources and large commitments of capital to exported-oriented
industries. Generating capacity increased nearly twelve-fold in a twelve-year
period during the formative stages of Korea's development from 1962 to 1973
and more than fifty-fold from 1962 to the present time. For capital- and energy-
short developing countries, the Korean experience is a good example of the
contribution of pricing-related initiatives to development of the power sector.
Besides setting prices at a level sufficient to provide resources for the power
sector, a number of initiatives designed to reduce the cost of electricity supply
were implemented. These pricing-related initiatives were a significant source
of resources for the power sector during the 1962-73 period. More recently,
implementation of time-of-day pricing and enactment of legislation aimed at
improving the performance of public enterprises significantly contributed to the
efficiency of the power system.

0390 Directory of Officials of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea: A
Reference Aid.
Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C. December 1990. 114pp.
The directory lists officials of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea in key
positions in the Korean Workers Party; national, provincial, and municipal
government; military services; diplomatic service; and other selected
organizations. It is based primarily on information derived from the official
North Korean press. Specific individuals can be located by using the index at
the back of the publication.

1991
0504 The Slnglaub Affair: Major General John K. Singlaub and the Carter

Administration—Showdown on Drawdown.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. John A. Valersky.
May 6, 1991. 30pp.
President Jimmy Carter entered the White House with a number of campaign
pledges, one of which was to return all U.S. ground forces from Korea over a
four- to five-year period. Korea also formed one of the Carter administration's
first tests of a human-rights based foreign policy, for the Park regime was
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notorious for its repressive rule. Major General Singlaub, then chief of staff of
U.S. Forces, Korea, disagreed with the conclusion of the administration that
forces could be withdrawn without the risk of war and was so quoted in the
press just days before actual drawdown negotiations began. A train of events
ensued which saw both the ultimate failure of President Carter to achieve a
troop withdrawal or to influence the internal policies of the Park regime, and
the dismissal of Major General Singlaub from his position as chief of staff. A
description of the events leading to Singlaub's dismissal and eventual retirement
are presented, and the rationale for his action is analyzed. The Singlaub affair
demonstrates the difficulty of distinguishing ethical or moral positions established
at personal risk—where individuals choose to shape the course of events
through deliberate action—and those instances where events take their own
course and individuals are swept along by personal flaws.

Malaysia
1989

0534 Political Impact of Islamic Revival In a Plural Society: The Case of
Malaysia.
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College. Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
Ng Yat Chung. June 2, 1989. 107pp.
Like many other multiethnic countries, Malaysia has seen a revival in Islamic
fundamentalism in her Muslim populace since the seventies. The ongoing
revival has led to pressure on the Malaysian government to establish an
Islamic state in the country. Since the eighties, this revival is associated with
a deterioration in political relations between Muslims and non-Muslims and a
heightening of domestic tensions in the country. This study examines the
process by which the activities of Islamic revival movements have contributed
to the polarization in Malaysia's domestic politics. This study analyzes the
characteristics of the revival and the impact on some key areas of Malaysian
politics. These areas include Muslim and non-Muslim interests, governmental
response to the revival, responses of major political parties, and changes in
the alignment of popular support for these political parties. The study shows
that the government has adopted conciliatory responses toward the demands
of Muslim revivalists because of the pivotal role of the Muslim vote in the
electoral process. Such responses have been detrimental to the interests of
non-Muslims, resulting in a deterioration in relations between Muslims and
non-Muslims at the grassroots level, and a polarization of support for political
parties along ethnic lines. If the momentum forthe revival continues, interethnic
relations are likely to continue deteriorating.
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1990
0641 Challenges to Malaysia's National Security.

U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Hussin H. A. Sen*.
April 9, 1990.98pp.
The changing internal and external environment has a profound influence on
the course and events of a young nation striving to maintain her survival in the
face of various challenges to her national unity, prosperity, and well being.
Malaysia had successfully fought the Communists and was able to destroy its
militant threat. However the challenges to her national security has not
diminished because the diversification in her culture, traditions, and religion of
her multiethnic communities in themselves pose a greater threat to the nation.
Events occurring in the neighboring states could also influence Malaysia's
security and well being as the close proximity and the relationship existed
between the states and the people would have an impact of actions and
reactions on both sides. World order and events do cause realignment in
policies and a review of interstate relationships when national interests are in
conflict. However, government policies derived from accepted national purpose,
values, and interests in the main will determine the unity, prosperity, well-
being, and the survivability of the nation as long as the internal order is being
effectively controlled and all challenges are being tackled successfully. As a
consequence, Malaysia would continue to address these challenges to her
national security so that her national sovereignty and integrity are being
upheld.

1991
0739 The Role and Mission of the Military In a Post-Colonial Developing

Nation: A Study of the Malaysian Armed Forces, 1970-1983.
Department of the Army, Washington, D.C. Stephen C. Ball. January 1991.
121pp.
This thesis looks critically at the role and mission of the armed forces in
developing, post-colonial nations in Southeast Asia, specifically, Malaysia.
The argument is, essentially, that the military and other coercive institutions
should be viewed not so much for their martial characteristics, but more for
their social, political, and economic institution-building attributes. This notion
has been argued previously, however, whenever Malaysia's postcolonial
development was discussed, the role of the military has been downplayed.
This is attributable to the political nature of the Malaysian armed forces. The
author argues, however, that there is a paradigm for development of these
nations, Malaysia included, and that in this paradigm the military is not only
prominent, but is essential for political stability, social mobility, and economic
prosperity.
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Mongolia
1989

0860 Mongolia Faces Glasnost and Perestrolka.
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California. Paul B. Henze. October 1989.
31pp.
This paper is based primarily on impressions and information gathered
firsthand on a visitto the Mongolian People's Republic (MPR) during the period
15-24 June 1989. The author accompanied a group sponsored by the
California Academy of Sciences as study leader. The group came to Ulan
Bator by direct flight from Moscow and departed from Mongolia via Irkutsk,
where they boarded the Transsiberian railroad to Khabarovsk and then flew
to Japan. The time spent in the MPR included five days in Ulan Bator, the
capital, and four in the countryside, including extensive excursions in the
South Gobi.

New Zealand
1990

0891 ANZUS and Northeast Asian Alliance Cohesion.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Edward A. Olsen. February
1990. 72pp.
The anti-nuclear policies of New Zealand have caused major changes in
ANZUS and each member state's relationships with the other two. Differences
between New Zealand and the United States over nuclear policy persist and
are likely to remain a sore point bilaterally. There is little prospect of ANZUS
returning to the status quo ante. Against that background it is important for
Americans to understand why New Zealanders adhere to their policies and to
grasp why those policies and the rationale behind them are relevant for
alliance cohesion in Northeast Asia.

Reel 8
Philippines

1987
0001 Cooperatives In the Philippines: A Study of Past Performance, Current

Status, and Future Trends.
Agricultural Cooperative Development International, Washington, D.C. Mark
A. Van Steenwyk. May 1, 1987. 70pp.
This study documents the economic and development effects of the cooperative
movement on Filipino society in the twentieth century, sketchesthe movement's
present status under the 1987 Constitution, and examines the objectives and
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plans of leading organizations responsible for its future development. While
historically the government of the Philippines has recognized the importance
of cooperatives in providing services, improving income distribution, creating
employment, and establishing fair market prices, and has sought to accelerate
the expansion of cooperativism, its efforts have often proven counterproductive
and at times have served only partisan political interests. Despite these
realities, the cooperative movement in the Philippines has shown tremendous
resiliency and has managed to firmly establish its presence as an important
democratic institution capable of contributing to the task of national development.

1988
0071 Insurgency: A Formidable Threat to Philippine Security.

Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Sesinando C. Canding.
April 1988. 85pp.
A critical analysis of past events, attempted solutions, and the underlying
assumptions in the past studies of the problem of insurgency in the Philippines
is provided by the research paper. It addresses the characteristics and
dynamics of the insurgency problem for creating the situations which brought
about insurgency. From the root cause, the author traced the events that
complicated the issues involved. The impact of the colonial powers which
dominated the country for more than four hundred years were shown to have
played the greater part. As the paper concluded, that insurgency is the most
formidable threat to the Philippine national security; it recommends a holistic
solution involving efforts by the whole machinery of the Philippine government
as necessary to stop the threat.

0156 United States-Philippine* Bases Agreements: Prospect for Its Renewal.
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Samson M. Mahimer. May
1988. 92pp.
This document contains remarks on the problems and issues related to the
United States-Philippines Bases Agreement and the prospect for its renewal;
an analysis of the provisions of the new Philippine Constitution; ASEAN
perspective on the bases; U.S. policy on nuclear weapons and its interest and
options; Philippine interests and priorities, including alternate plans to
compensate forthe possible withdrawal of the United States from the Philippines;
and an assessment of the effects of these factors on the renewal of the bases
agreement. There are difficulties and barriers to the renewal of the agreement
posed by conflicting policies of both parties and also due to divergent views on
priorities, constitutional processes of both countries, and time constraints for
concluding an agreement. However, there are options for the United States
regarding the problem, depending upon the desired level of its presence in the
Asia-Pacific region and how central the Philippine bases are to U.S. national
security interests.
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0248 Anti-Communist Vigilantes In the Philippines.
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
Marcelino Q. Malajacan, Jr. June 3, 1988. 107pp.
This study examines the conditions that brought about the organization and
growth of anti-Communist vigilantes and their impact on the counterinsurgency
effort and society in the Philippines. The analysis is aimed at determining a
suitable role for anti-Communist vigilantes in a comprehensive
counterinsurgency program and their future role in a postinsurgency Philippine
society. Moreover, the research was also directed at defining the role of
government or any of its agencies in the anti-Communist vigilante movements
in the Philippines. This was reinforced by a survey administered to all armed
forces of the Philippines officers and enlisted personnel attending training in
the continental U.S. service schools. The study finds that the politico-
psychological impacts, void of an ideology and of vigilantism to a nation
menaced by a violence-prone insurgent movement more than outweighs the
portent of anarchy that may result from the existence of popular militias
unregulated by government.

0355 The Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP) and the New People's
Army (NPA): An Annotated Bibliography.
434th Military Intelligence Detachment (Strategic), New Haven, Connecticut.
December 30, 1988. 42pp.
This bibliography provides a comprehensive collection of references on the
Philippines. Special emphasis has been placed on the selection of sources
dealing with the Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP) and the New
People's Army (NPA). These articles have been specifically selected to
provide the military planner/analyst with an accurate assessment of the scope
and nature of the insurgency in the Philippines as well as the ramifications of
that insurgency for the military options facing the United States in the Pacific
Basin.

0397 Assessment of the Philippine Economic Reform Program, Evaluation of
Past USAID Program Assistances, and Future Recommendations.
Development Economics Group and Louis Berger International, Inc., East
Orange, New Jersey. Robert Dohner et al. December 31, 1988. 181pp.
Recent progress made by the Philippines in economic reform and the role
played therein by the AID are reviewed in the report. Part I provides a context
for the policy and program review. Part II evaluates four program grants made
between 1984 and 1987, Rural Productivity Support, Development Support,
and Budget Support I and II, concluding that AID provided timely and
desperately needed balance of payments support during these critical years.
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Part III contains an in-depth analysis of seven areas of structural and sectoral
reform: trade policy and investments, tax reform, government corporations
and financial institutions, the financial and agricultural systems, public sector
investment and decentralization, and transportation and transport infrastructure.
It is concluded that the policy reform efforts begun in the early and mid-1980s
have been generally positive. Part IV shapes the findings of Part III into a
national reform agenda.

1989
0578 The Philippines In a Changing Southeast Asia.

Defense Intelligence College. Washington, D.C. Benjamin N. Muego et al.
March 1, 1989. 86pp.
This collection includes papers entitled The New Armed Forces of the
Philippines and the Aquino Regime;" "Strategic Debates and Dilemmas in the
Philippines Communist Movement;' "Political and Economic Reforms of the
Aquino Government;" "Insurgency and Instability in Burma;" and "ASEAN
Security in the 1990s."

0664 Alternative Basing Locations for U.S. Forces Deployed In the Philippines.
US. Army War College. Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Harold W. Fuller.
March 23, 1989. 69pp.
The U.S. military bases in the Philippines are ideally located to support U.S.
forward deployed forces in the Pacific and Indian oceans. Unfortunately, the
presence of the U.S. bases in the Philippines is so controversial among the
Filipino people that the initial basing agreement has been renegotiated and will
expire in 1991. If the anti-American elements continue to prevail, chances are
great that the U.S.-Philippine military bases agreement will not be renewed.
This study identifies the U.S. and Soviet Union's national interests in the
Pacific area. It lists the military forces deployed in the region and how they are
supported by U.S. and Soviet bases. The focus narrows to examine the U.S.
bases in the Philippines and alternatives to provide continuous support for
U.S. forces. To determine the most viable option, the evaluation process is
reduced to comparing each of the option's abilities to support the eight
missions required of the U.S. forward deployed forces in the event that Soviet
forces are stationed in Cam Ranh Bay. The operational range of current
weapon systems is such a significant factor that it is used as the common
denominator to illustrate the effectiveness and to support the selection of the
recommended option.
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0733 U.S. Military Assistance to Philippine Ground Forces.
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leaver/worth, Kansas.
James A. Morris. June 2, 1989. 138pp.
This study examines the suitability of current U.S. military assistance to
Philippine ground forces. The research hypothesis is that the scope and form
of current military assistance to the Philippines is not optimum and that more,
or different, aid is warranted. The study profiles the Communist insurgency;
the Aquino administration's counterinsurgency policies; and the composition
of AFP ground forces and their counterinsurgency programs. It investigates
and analyzes the extent of U.S. military aid, both direct and indirect. The study
concludes that the insurgency presents a real and immediate threat to the
Aquino administration; and that the Aquino administration has no clear
national counterinsurgency strategy integrating civil and military efforts.

0871 The Philippine Bases: Background for Negotiations.
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California. Donald P. Henry, Keith Crane,
and Katharine W. Webb. August 1989. 45pp.
This report assesses the value to the United States and to the Republic of the
Philippines of U.S. access to military facilities in the Philippines. Estimates of
value forthe United States focus on the cost of maintaining existing capabilities
through the use of alternative bases and other means. A wide range of
alternatives that might provide necessary support for operations stretching
from the Persian Gulf to the Pacific Ocean are examined and costed. Value for
the Philippines is defined more broadly to include U.S. direct input to the
Philippine economy through aid payments and base expenditures as well as
estimates of avoided Philippine military expenditures and investor confidence
associated with the U.S. presence. The report concludes with suggestions for
U.S. policymakers concerning ongoing negotiations with the Republic of the
Philippines over the status of the bases.

0916 Counterinsurgency In the Philippines: Problems and Prospects.
Army-Air Force Center for Low Intensity Conflict, Langley, Virginia. Robert B.
Stephan. October 1989. 50pp.
This research project examines the Aquino government's response to the
nationwide Communist insurgency in the Philippines on three levels: the
political, the socioeconomic, and the military. Each of these levels are
interrelated and together provide a cogent pictureof the insurgency movement.
Additionally, the study shows that the primary New People's Army (NPA)
objective is to create a new regime based on egalitarian values and centrally
controlled structures designed to mobilize the people and radically transform
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the social structure within the existing political community. It suggests that the
political war in the countryside favors the NPA in many areas because it is the
only organization providing basic social services to the people. While looking
at some of the goals, techniques, strategies, and accomplishments of the
NPA, we were able to examine possible policy options for both the Aquino
government and the United States.

Reel 9
Philippines cont.

1990
0001 U.S. Use of Philippine Military Bams.

U.S. Army WarCollege, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. John P. McLaurin III.
January 16, 1990. 31pp.
The Military Base Agreement (MBA) between the United States and the
Philippines becomes indefinite on 16 September 1991 with either nation able
to end the agreement on one year's notice. Should the United States not be
able to reach a negotiated extension of the MBA, use of the Philippine military
bases which house Clark Air Force Base and Subic Bay naval facilities will be
placed in jeopardy as would the ability of the United States to project military
power into the strategic shipping lanes of the Persian Gulf, the Indian Ocean,
the South China Sea, and the eastern Pacific. In the past reviews of the MBA,
the United States has prevailed in securing continued access to the bases with
increased security assistance to the Philippines. Despite rising Filipino
nationalism, a destitute Philippine economy and a threatening Communist
insurgency dictate a continued U.S. presence in the Philippines as long as
increasing amounts of U.S. security assistance are provided, at least in the
near term. Absent a change in Filipino public opinion, the long term may well
see use of the bases fade away.

0032 Closing the U.S. Facilities In the Philippines: An Opportunity to Improve
U.S. Relations In Southeast Asia.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Bruce H. Senft. April
2, 1990. 41pp.
Issues surrounding the renewal of the U.S.-Philippine Military Bases
Agreement, due to expire in September 1991, may result in the withdrawal of
U.S. forces from the Philippines within the next ten years. If this happens, the
ability of the United States to execute its military strategy in the Southeast
Asian region will be questioned. Assuming continued U.S. national interests
and objectives in Southeast Asia, this paper develops new alternatives to the
U.S. facilities that preserve or improve U.S. facilities that preserve or improve
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U.S. forward defense and collective security. To put the issue in perspective,
the paper reviews how the U.S. facilities in the Philippines contribute to the
U.S. military strategy in the western Pacific. In addition, potential national,
regional, and global impacts of a U.S. withdrawal are examined. Alternative
locations f or U.S. forces in Southeast Asia, Northeast Asia, and Micronesia are
then assessed for operational effectiveness, cost, and political feasibility.
Finally, recommendations for alternative sites to the U.S. facilities are framed
in the context of current United States strategic military concepts — forward
defense, collective security, reinforcement, sustainrnent, and security
assistance.

0073 Campaign Planning for a Counterlnsurgency War In the Philippines.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Riley T. Griffin. April
30, 1990. 100pp.
The United States has been involved in several counterinsurgency wars
around the world since the end of World War II but, in each case, has had great
difficulty in marshaling all of its available forces and applying them in a
coordinated fashion to achieve its national objectives. With the reduction of the
Soviet conventional threat in Europe and the coincidental rise in the probability
of involvement in low intensity conflicts, it is important to come to grips with how
to best approach the planning of one of these complex forms of conflict. The
current system of campaign planning offers the needed framework. Although
the doctrinal thrust of campaign planning thus far has been that it is not
appropriate for low intensity conflict, this study seeks to demonstrate that the
opposite is true, that it can be used to great advantage at this end of the
operational continuum. The ongoing insurgency in the Philippines is used as
a model for an American-assisted counterinsurgency campaign. The format
for campaign planning developed at the Strategic Studies Institute of the
U.S. Army War College is used to suggest the selection of operational
objectives, the synchronization of the large collection of civilian and military
assets that might be used in such a campaign, as well as workable command
relationships. Using this model, a system of planning applicable to other
counterinsurgency campaigns is suggested.

0173 Communist Party of the Philippines: Theory and Practice of United
Front.
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
Rolando C. Garcia. June 1, 1990. 177pp.
This study analyzes the united front (UF) theories and practices of the
Communist Party of the Philippines as these impact on the Philippine insurgency.
The research hypothesis is that united front building is as vital a component
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of the CPP strategy as is the armed struggle being waged by the insurgency
movement. It profiles the nature and extent of united front work by the CPP;
the ideological and practical bases of the strategy; the basic concepts and
theories associated with it; the organizational and operational manifestation of
such concepts and theories; and the current situation of CPP united front
building. It further examines the role united front building plays in thefurtherance
of the revolutionary struggle of the CPP/NPA/NDF, which has become an
increasingly formidable politico-military force that can present a credible
challenge to the continued existence of a democratic Republic of the Philippines,
ft concludes that united front work is based on sound doctrinal and practical
foundations; united front building is complementary to the armed strategy for
insurgency; the probability of CPP victory is greatly enhanced by its success
at UF building; CPP UF work involves an intricate web of overt and covert
organizations all working for the furtherance of the CPP insurgency struggle;
and the spread and depth of CPP UF work has reached alarming proportions.

1991
0350 Philippine Insurgencies and the U.S. Response.

Naval War College, Newport. Rhode Island. MichaelJ. Quinn. February 12,
1991. 49pp.
This paper is a review of the Philippine Communist insurgency since 1968. The
Communists, coupled with a restive military and a Moslem separatist movement,
test the mettle of the Aquino government. Although unstable governments and
political turmoil are legend throughout the third world, the case of the
Philippines is unique by virtue of its location in the center of the Pacific rim and
the U.S. security commitments in the region. The paper examines the relative
importance of the American military presence in the Philippines, explores the
nature of the extra-governmental Communist insurgency, and presents a
policy alternative with an attendant strategy for the United States.

0399 U.S. Bases In the Philippines: A Foreign Policy Paradox.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Barry W. Barksdale.
March 1, 1991. 40pp.
Relations between the United States and the Republic of the Philippines are
currently at a critical juncture in their history. The key issue impacting this
relationship is the presence of U.S. military bases in the Philippines. The
cornerstone of U.S. foreign policy in the Southeast Asian region, forward
deployment of U.S. military forces is viewed by the United States as essential
if the peace and stability of the region is to be maintained. However, in the
Philippines, the continued presence of the bases is viewed as a remnant of
colonialism and has been a catalyst for increased insurrection and internal
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instability. Questions of sovereignty and nationalism have elevated the base
issue to a level that has polarized the nation and made the prospect of
continued U.S. presence in the Philippines questionable. The United States
desires to retain the bases in the Philippines to meet national security
requirements. Alternatively, retention of these bases may be detrimental to the
continued democratic growth of the Philippines. This paper analyzes this
foreign policy paradox and makes recommendations to resolve it. These
recommendations retain the forward presence concept but at dramatically
reduced levels in the Philippines. Relinquishing five of the six U.S. bases is
advocated by September, 1991, while Subic Bay would be retained until 1996.

0439 The Philippine Communist Insurgency and Implications for U.S. Basing.
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Alfonso P.
Cagurangan, Jr. May 2, 1991. 18pp.
The Philippines and the United States enjoy excellent bilateral relations that
pivot on the existence of military bases. This relationship, however, is
continuously being disturbed by some Filipinos who are either nationalists or
Communists. The Communists take advantage of the issue of a poverty-
stricken Philippine populace to advance their cause as insurgency thrives in
an economically weak government. Meanwhile, the Philippines also derive
major economic benefits from hosting the military facilities in terms of financial
assistance and employment opportunities for a large number of Filipinos. It is
a fact that the U.S. military is the second largest employer in the Philippines
next to the Philippine government. This assistance is justified by the need for
economic development which is necessary to alleviate poverty and thereby
undermine the appeal of the insurgents.

Taiwan
1988

0457 A Conscript Military Fore* as a Credible Defense System for a Small
Nation: The Case of Singapore and Taiwan.
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth. Kansas.
Daniel Ong Boon Hwee. June 3, 1988. 159pp.
The conscript system is currently used by a large number of countries,
including the majority of small nations. This study examines the appropriateness
and effectiveness of a conscript military force (foreign) as a credible defense
system for small countries. This study analyzes the factors that caused
Singapore and Taiwan to have a conscript system. The factors include
geography, threat assessment, defense policy, historical circumstances,
population/society, and economic considerations. The analysis of the
effectiveness of the conscript system covers four military criteria and four non-
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military criteria which relate to the operational readiness of the armed forces
and the contribution of the military system to internal national objectives. The
study shows that given the inherent factors and constraints, the conscript
system is suitable in providing Singapore and Taiwan with the type of military
force required for their defense needs. The conscript system has been
effective in contributing to the military efficiency of the armed forces as well as
in supporting other nonmilitary national internal objectives. The study provides
insights into the rationale for a small country's adoption of a conscript system
and the effectiveness of the system. It also provides a conceptual framework
that will facilitate analysis of the choice and effectiveness of a conscript
system.

1990
0616 A Study of U.S. Arms Sales and the Transfer of Defense Technology to

the Navy of the Republic of China (Taiwan).
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Kuan Chu-Cheng. June
1990. 62pp.
U.S. foreign military sales to ROC in Taiwan have always been a controversial
matter, and the United States has often yielded to the pressure from Communist
China. The Taiwan Relations Act was designed by Congress to provide
adequate safeguards for the well-being of Taiwan. But the law is too flexible
for implementation to be effective, and effectiveness seems to rest largely on
the good faith of the executive office. The strategic location of Taiwan has great
significance for U.S. strategic political and economic interests in East Asia and
the western Pacific. General Douglas MacArthur described the island as an
"Unsinkable aircraft carrier." Since the security of Taiwan is intimately linked
to the overall security of the Pacific area, U.S. defense technology transfer is
of prime importance to help Taiwan upgrade its defense capability for
protecting the sky and sea lanes over the Taiwan Strait.

Thailand
1989

0678 Assessment of the Influence Thailand and the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) Have on the Settlement of the Kampuchean
Conflict.
Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
Nicholas C. Emmack. September 1989. 76pp.
The purpose of this research effort was to explore the influence Thailand and
the ASEAN have on the settlement of the Kampuchean conflict. Because
Thailand is one of the original members of ASEAN and potentially faces the
most direct threat from the conflict, Thailand's relationships with its neighbors
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and with ASEAN were examined. Although some background information is
included, the major emphasis of this research is placed on events occurring
after the invasion of Kampuchea in 1978 by Soviet-backed Vietnam. Political,
economic, and strategic events provide a background in which the relationships
of the major players in the Southeast Asian region are studied. Towards this
end, a brief history of the relationship between Thailand and the United States
is discussed to show how the foreign policy interests of the United States
coincide with those of Thailand. Along the same lines, the Soviet's relationship
with Vietnam and Kampuchea was explored as well as the influence exerted
by the PRO in the region.

1990

0754 Thailand: Fostering Private Participation In the Development of Labor
Force Skills.
Ernst and Young, Arlington, Virginia. March 1990. 85pp.
The study examines constraints to developing labor force skills in Thailand,
highlighting the private and public responses thereto and the shortcomings of
the Thai education system, and proposes a strategy for future AID assistance.
The most significant labor force gaps are found in the areas of engineering,
management, technical/skilled labor, and English-language skills. Thailand's
private higher educational system has expanded rapidly and in the future will
play a larger role in bridging these gaps, but currently faces several problems
in regard to the quantity and quality of faculty, the relevance of the curriculum,
and pedagogical skills. To address these constraints, the study recommends
that AID strategy focus on fostering the development of mutually beneficial
partnerships between business and educational institutions to address labor
force needs; fostering linkages to utilize U.S. expertise in education and
training to lessen the Thai labor force gap; and supporting private sector efforts
to influence policies affecting labor skills development.
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